L2 Services

Premium Litigation Support

Serving the nation, coast-to-coast, L2 Services is the premier full-service litigation support
provider with legal discovery expertise across the entire information and litigation lifecycle.

Premium Litigation Support for All Your Legal Discovery Needs

Combining the most advanced technologies, best practice processes, and legal discovery expertise, L2
Services portfolio of legal discovery services provide legal professionals with a comprehensive set of
tools to directly address complex discovery challenges. Whether supporting advanced ESI
requirements or traditional paper needs, L2 Services delivers robust and rapid capabilities that
decrease the time, risk, and cost challenges faced by law firms, corporations, and governmental
departments during audits, investigations, and litigation.

Three Core eDiscovery Service Areas of Focus

L2 Services supports clients primarily by helping them address the three core legal discovery tasks of
collection, processing, and review.
Core Focus

Focus Description

Collection

Collection consists of locating potential sources of ESI following the receipt of
a demand to produce electronic documents and data and gathering ESI for
further use in the eDiscovery process, such as processing or review.

Processing

Processing is reducing the volume of collected ESI through automated
processing techniques, modifying it if necessary to forms more suitable for
review, analysis, and other tasks.

Review

Review is evaluating digital information to identify relevant and responsive
documents to produce, and privileged documents or confidential or sensitive
information to withhold.

From these core areas of focus, L2 Services delivers a complete portfolio of nine specific service
offerings designed to meet both the digital and print needs of legal discovery professionals.
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L2 Services | A Complete Portfolio of Legal Discovery Services
L2 Services helps clients address and manage legal, business, and information technology challenges
in each of the three core areas of eDiscovery with an end-to-end portfolio of talent and technologies
delivered in the form of services and staff supporting audits, investigations, and litigation. As part of
this support, L2 Services provides premium technology and premier talent to support case, project,
and program requirements following proven best practices.
The building blocks of the L2 Services offering portfolio, a portfolio that can be delivered as discrete
services or as part of a managed service offering, include nine primary services.
L2 Services Full-Service Offering Portfolio
Expert Forensics and Collection
Comprehensive Imaging Solutions
(On and Off Site Scanning and Coding)
Powerful Preparation and Processing
Advanced and Extensive Predictive Coding
Dedicated and Secure Review Hosting
Complete Review Staffing and Management
Flexible Digital and Print Production
(Including Printing and Reproduction Services)
Comprehensive Trial Support

Outsourced Litigation Support

These legal discovery services are delivered by a
proven team of professionals with extensive
legal discovery, project management, and
information technology expertise and supported
by state-of-the-art technologies delivered from
highly secure facilities.
As the premier full-service litigation service
provider in the nation, L2 Services supports
national, regional, and local audit, investigation,
and litigation requirements from two core
geographical support hubs (Chicago and New
York City) and through partnerships with leading
cyber, information governance, and legal
discovery service providers and consultancies
throughout the United States.
Chicago (HQ and Midwest Support Hub)
205 W. Randolph St. Suite 1125
Chicago, IL 60606
312.845.1000
New York City (Northeast Support Hub)
264 W. 40th Street, Suite 1103
New York, NY 10018
212.748.9492

Learn More. Today.

L2 Services helps clients address the legal, business, and information technology challenges associated
with the legal discovery core tasks of collection, processing, and review for all digital and print
information types, formats, and volumes. Serving law firms, corporations, and governmental
departments with an end-to-end portfolio of services, L2 Services is the premier full-service litigation
service provider serving the nation, coast-to-coast. Learn more at L2Services.net.
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